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Written work submitted or other purpose of supervision

To reflect on the Upgrade exam outcome and decide on next steps

Brief comments on written work

Topics discussed in supervision:

Upgrade exam
I passed and the examiners approved of the project and a transfer of registration to PhD. Stephen and I
discussed some of the recurring topics that occurred in the viva conversation:

● The default voice employed in the written dissertation: maybe there is a way of bringing some of the
focus on the adoption of character as occurs in the art practice, into the dissertation, or at least
acknowledging the adoption of character within the dissertation writing.

● Whether or not to be explicit about methods employed in the creation of the video performances,
and whether or not to frame that as my contribution.

● The role of the camera in the video performances. Stephen brought up Warhol’s screen tests,
Benjamin on ‘optical unconscious’, Moholy-Nagy’s graphic essay and a number of other sources I
can look at to help me think about the ‘demands’ of the camera as witness and the potential of the
camera.

● The duration of my works and the various stresses/exhaustion that determines the end of a
performance. How the effort of sustaining character is related to ideas of authenticity.

● For the PhD I am required to present a consistent body of work, but what is consistent about them is
their interest in inconsistency.

Stephen is going to distill some of the main questions from his notes on the viva conversation and share
these with me, so I can think about how to address them going forward.



Research Progress (issues relating to the thesis)

Now that I’ve passed the upgrade, and my expected completion date is only a few months away, we are
looking towards finishing the thesis and finding examiners for the final viva. The next steps involve putting a
plan together for the remainder of the candidature and getting some more writing done for the dissertation.

Research Training and Professional Development: (review of training needs, relevant conferences,
funding, presentations and publication)

Action agreed for next supervision

Katarina:
- To prepare a research plan and bring it to the next supervision (mid-February)
- To write a new chapter draft by the supervision after that (mid-March)

Stephen:
- Discuss regulations for final examination with Nina and Edgar, to review the process for selecting

examiners for the final submission (this is will then be used to plan next steps together)
- To send me a few extra references on the potential of the camera

Date of next supervision (if more than two months from now, briefly explain)

22.02.2022, 11am
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